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LONG-RUN FULL DYNAMICS: GOVERNMENT, INFLATION, AND GROWTH
By Hans Brems
Abstract
Within the framework of an extended neoclassical growth model
the paper explores a steady-state-growth fiscal equilibrium.
Steady-state growth includes technological progress. As a re-
sult, the rates of growth of capital intensity, labor product-
ivity, and the real wage rate are, all three of them, growing
at the rate of technological progress divided by the labor
elasticity of physical output.
Careful stock-flow bookkeeping is used to identify winners
and losers in the inflation game. An accommodating fiscal po-
licy is defined as adherence to the steady-state growth solu-
tions found, and nonaccommodating fiscal policy as deviations
from them. The consequences of such deviation for crowding
-out and crowding-in via the real rate of interest are exam-
ined.
In two respects monetarist doctrine finds no support in
the neoclassical-growth setting used. First, the "natural"
rate of unemployment is found not to be unique. Second, the
rate of inflation is found to be not normally "accelerationist"
but to be unique, stationary, and stable as long as the coeffi-
cient of labor's inflationary expectations is less than unity.
Blinder-Solow (1974: 49) defined a fiscal "'equilibrium* to be a
situation with a balanced budget" and called their definition "appropriate
to a static model" but added that for steady-state growth it would be
more natural to define fiscal equilibrium as a situation in which the
real money and bond supplies were growing at the same rate as physical
output. The purpose of the present paper is to explore such a steady
-state-growth fiscal equilibrium and to do it within the framework of
an extended neoclassical growth model [Solow (1956)].
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I. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS, AND SECTORS
1, Variables
C = physical consumption
D, = desired holding of bonds
D = desired holding of money
D = desired holding of shares
6 = dividend payment per share
G h physical government purchase of goods and services
e = proportionate rate of growth of variable v
I = physical investment
k i present gross worth of another physical unit of capital stock
k h physical marginal productivity of capital stock
L = labor employed
X = proportion employed of available labor force
N = present net worth of entire physical capital stock
n = present net worth of another physical unit of capital stock
P = price of goods and services
p H coefficient in Phillips function representing inflationary potential
IT, = price of a bond
H = price of a share
s
Qc - physical quantity of industry shares outstanding
R = tax revenue
r = nominal rate of interest
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p a real rate of interest
S = physical capital stock
W = money wage bill
w H money wage rate
X = physical output
Y = money national income
y = money disposable income
Z = money profits bill
2 . Parameters
a i multiplicative factor of production function
o,g = exponents of a production function
c = propensity to consume
F = available labor force
e 5 proportionate rate of growth of parameter v
i = interest payment per bond
M = supply of money
m = multiplicative factor in demand- for-money function
u = exponent in demand-for-money function
it = exponent in Phillips function
Q, = physical quantity of government bonds outstanding
T = tax rate
<^ = coefficient in Phillips function representing sensitivity to
inflationary expectations
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The model will include derivatives with respect to time, hence is
dynamic. All parameters are stationary except A, F, M, and Q, whose
growth rates are stationary.
3. Definitions
Define the proportionate rate of growth of variable v as
dv 1
(1) gv
=—
~
dt v
Define investment as the derivative of capital stock with respect
to time:
dS
(2) I = —
dt
4. Three Sectors
Consider a one-good economy with three sectors in it, i.e., firms,
households, and government, and use subscripts f, h, and g, respectively,
to refer to them.
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Firms and governments normally have positive deficits and house-
holds normally negative ones called saving. Deficits have to be
financed somehow. Let firms finance theirs bv supplying claims upon
themselves in the form of dividend-bearing shares, but let firms demand
no claims. Let households save, hence supply no claims upon themselves
but demand claims upon firms and government. Let government finance its
deficit by supplying claims upon itself in the form of noninterest-
bearing money and interest-bearing bonds, but let government demand no
claims
.
For each sector, orderly bookkeeping requires the recording of
all this in terms of stocks and flows. First, the balance sheet of a
sector defines its wealth as assets minus liabilities, both valued at
current market prices. Second, the budget constraint of a sector de-
fines its deficit as its expenditure minus its revenue and says that a
deficit on goods account must equal supply minus demand on claims ac-
count. We begin with firms.
II. FIRMS
1. The Firm Balance Sheet
The asset of firms is physical capital stock S valued at its cur-
rent price P. The liability of firms is stockholders' equity Q
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valued at the current market price of shares II . In nominal terms,
then, firm wealth is
(3) v
f
= ps - n
s
q
s
2. The Firm Budget Constraint
The only part of current production in need of financing is the
part not sold to households and government, i.e., investment. So the
deficit to be financed is physical investment I times its price P.
For any sector the budget constraint says that a deficit on goods
account must equal supply minus demand on claims account. Firms supply
claims upon themselves in the form of dividend-bearing shares but demand
no claims . In nominal terms the firm budget constraint is
dQ
s
(4) ip = n —=. = n g. q
s , s
sQs xs
3. Rate of Change of Real Firm Wealth
Divide firm nominal wealth (3) by P, write firm real wealth Vf /P,
and differentiate with respect to time:
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(5)
d(V
f
/P) as d(n
g
Q
s
/p)
dt dt dt
E l
~
( sns
+
§qs " 8p
)nsV p
Multiply the nominal firm budget constraint (4) by -1/P, insert
the result into the rate of change of firm real wealth (5) and write
the latter as
d(Vf /P)
(6) -j— = (gp - gns)nsQs/P
at
or, in English: the rate of change in firm real wealth equals real
stockholders' equity times the difference between the rate of infla-
tion and the rate of appreciation of shares.
Let firms engage in four activities, i.e., production, hiring,
pricing, and investment.
4. Production. Hiring, and Pricing
Let firms apply the Cobb-Douglas production function
-8-
(7) X = aL
a
S
S
where 0<a<l;0<B<l;a+B*l; and a > and growing with time.
representing technological progress. Let profit maximization under
pure competition equalize real wage rate and physical marginal pro-
ductivity of labor:
w 3X X
(8) - a -
P 3L L
Two things follow immediately. First, labor's share; Multiply
(8) by PL and write the wage bill
(9) W = wL = aPX
Second, mark-up pricing: Write (8) as
wL
(8) P = —
aX
or, in English: Neoclassical price P equals per-unit labor cost wL/X
marked up in the proportion 1/a. Differentiate (8) with respect to
time and find our price equation
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(10) gp - ^ + h - h
Once priced, physical output becomes national income: Let capital
stock be immortal, so we may ignore capital consumption allowances and
define national income as the money value of physical output
(11) Y = PX
We already found labor's share of it. To find capital's share
define physical marginal productivity of capital stock as
8X X
(12) k = — = 6 -,
3S S
multiply by PS, and write the profits bill
(13) Z = kPS = SPX
Firms supplied no claims other than dividend-bearing shares. Ig-
nore undistributed earnings. Then all profits are paid out as 'dividends:
(14) kPS = 6Q
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The physical unit of shares is arbitrary. Let one physical unit
of shares always be issued to finance one physical unit of capital
stock, then
(15) S = Q
g
(16) P = n
S
5. Investment
Let N be the present net worth of new capital stock S installed
by an entrepreneur. Let his desired capital stock be the size of stock
maximizing present net worth. A first-order condition for a maximum is
9N
(17) n = — =
3S
To find desired capital stock proceed as follows. Let entrepreneurs
be purely competitive ones, then price P of output is beyond their con-
trol. At time t, therefore, marginal value productivity of capital
stock is <(t)P(t). As seen from the present time t marginal value
productivity at time t is ic(t)P(t)e~ , where r is the stationary
nominaj rate of interest used as a discount rate. Define present gross
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worth of another physical unit of capital stock as the present worth of
all future marginal value productivities over its entire useful life:
(18) k(t) = /" K(t)P(t)e"r(t " T) dt
Let entrepreneurs expect physical marginal productivity of capital
stock to be growing at the stationary rate g :
(19) <(t) = K( T )e K
(t - T)
and price of output to be growing at the stationary rate gp :
gp (t - t)
(20) P(t) = P(x)e *
Insert equations (19) and (20) into (18), define
(21) p = r - (gK + gp)
,
and write the integral (18) as
k(x) = /" K(T)P(T)e"p(t "' T)dt
Neither k(t) nor P(t) is a function of t, hence may be taken out-
side the integral sign. Our g , gp , and r were all said to be stationary,
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hence the coefficient p of t is stationary, too. Assume p > 0. As a
result find the integral to be
(22) k = <P/p
Find present net worth of another physical unit of capital stock
as its gross worth minus its price:
(23) n = k - P = (ic/p - 1)P
Applying our first-order condition (17) to our result (23), find
equilibrium physical marginal productivity of capital stock
(24) k = p
Finally take equations (12) and (24) together and find desired
capital stock
(25) S = BX/p
Apply definitions (1) and (2) to equation (25) and find desired
investment as the derivative of desired capital stock with respect to
time
:
-13-
dS
(26) I = — = Sg^/p
dt r
Equations (25) and (26) are capital stock and investment desired
by an individual entrepreneur. Except X everything on the right-hand
side of (25) and (26) is common to all entrepreneurs. Factor out all
common factors, sum over all entrepreneurs, then X becomes national
physical output, and (25) and (26) become national desired capital
stock and investment, respectively. Both are in inverse proportion to
p. What is p? In the definition (21) of p let it be correctly fore-
seen that g = —our steady-state growth and inflation model will
indeed have the solutions (74) and (85), and historically the physical
marginal productivity k has displayed no secular trend, Breras (1980:
38-40)
.
In that case p collapses into the familiar real rate of in-
terest, and the functions (25) and (26) neatly reflect Austrian,
Wicksellian, and Fisherian ideas.
III. HOUSEHOLDS
1. The Household Balance Sheet
The assets of households are the desired holdings D , Dt , and D
m' b' s
of money, bonds, and shares, respectively, valued at their current
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prices. By definition the price of money is unity. The prices of
bonds and shares are II and II , respectively. The liabilities of
D S
households are none. In nominal terms, then, household wealth is
(27) V. = D + IL D, + n Dh mob ss
2. The Household Budget Constraint
Ignore undistributed earnings. Then all national income becomes
personal income, and disposable income will equal national income minus
government gross receipts plus government transfer payments to persons,
subsidies, and interest paid by government. Or, ignoring what the
government collects with one hand only to pay back with the other,
disposable income simply equals national income minus government net
receipts. But in the present chapter the bond supply Q, is an im-
portant parameter, and interest paid by government iQ, must appear
explicitly. Define tax revenue R as government net receipts before
interest paid by government and write money disposable income before
capital gains
(28) y = Y + iQb
- R
Saving is nothing but a negative deficit defined as consumption
expenditure CP minus money disposable income before capital gains y.
For any sector the budget constraint says that a deficit on goods
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account must equal supply minus demand on claims account. Households
supply no claims upon themselves but demand noninterest-bearing money,
interest-bearing bonds, and dividend-bearing shares. In nominal terms
the household budget constraint is
dD dD, dD
(29) CP _ y = _ _JE _ n _ n
s
_JL H _^ _ VcbDb . nsgDsDs
at at at
3. Rate of Change of Real Household Wealth
Divide household nominal wealth (27) by P, write household real
wealth V./P, and differentiate with respect to time:
d(V,/P) d(D /P) d(ILD,/P) d(n D /P)
(30) * = 2 + _-L_b + S_s
dt dt dt dt
(gDm " gP)Dm/P
+ (g
IIb
+ %, " Sp)nbDb /P + (gn s + gDs " Sp)n SDs /P
Multiply the nominal household budget constraint (29) by -1/P,
insert the result into the rate of change of household real wealth (30),
and write the latter as
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d(V,/P)
(31) —£— = [y - gpDm + ( gnb - gp)nbDb + (gns - gp)nsDs]/P - c
dt
or, in English: The rate of change of household real wealth equals real
savings out of real disposable income after capital gains.
Let households engage in four activities, i.e., portfolio holding,
consumption, work, and pricing the work.
4. Portfolio Holding: The Price of Bonds
At time t let an immortal bond be paying the interest i(t) dollars
per annum. As seen from the present time t, the interest payment i(t)
is worth i(t)e~ » where r is our stationary nominal rate of
interest used as a discount rate. Define present gross worth of the
bond as the present worth of all its future interest payments over its
entire life:
(32) k^t) = /" i(t)e"r(t ' T) dt
The interest payment is stationary:
(33) i(t) = i(t)
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Insert (33) into (32) and write the latter as
k^T) = /" i(T)e"r(t " T) dt
Here i(x) is not a function of t, hence may be taken outside the
integral sign. Our r was said to be stationary, hence the coefficient
r of t is stationary. Assume r > and find the integral to be
(34) 1^ = i/r
Find present net worth of the bond as its gross worth minus its
price
:
% 5 *b ' "b = i/r " =b
Since equation (33) is virtually certain, then the net worth will
be common to virtually all bondholders. If IL> i/r net worth will be
negative, virtually all bondholders would wish to sell, and excess sup-
ply would lower price. If
(35) 1^ = i/r
net worth will be zero, and bondholders would be induced to neither
buy nor sell. If IL < i/r net worth will be positive, bondholders
would wish to buy, and excess demand would raise price. The price
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(35) alone is compatible with zero excess demand for bonds, hence is
the equilibrium price.
The price of a bond, then, is a capitalization of its current
interest payment i, and the capitalization factor is 1/r or the
reciprocal of the nominal rate of interest. Write (35) as r i/IL
or, in English: The earnings-price ratio of bonds (the "bond yield")
may be used as a representation of the nominal rate of interest—as we
did in ch. 5, sec. 2.
5. Portfolio Holding; The Price of Shares
At time t let an immortal share be paying the dividend <5(t) dollars
per annum. As seen from the present time t the dividend payment <5(t)
is worth <5(t)e , where r is our stationary nominal rate of
interest used as a discount rate. Define present gross worth of the
share as the present worth of all its future dividend payments over its
entire life:
(36) k (t) = /" 6(t)e~r(t " T) dt
s x
Let the shareholder expect the dividend payment to be growing at
the stationary rate g.:
gr(t - t)
(37) fi(t) = <S(t)e °
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Insert (37) into (36) and write the latter as
-(r - g )(t - t)
k (t) = / 6(i)e dt
S T
Here <5(t) is not a function of t, hence may be taken outside the
integral sign. Our g. and r were said to be stationary, hence the co-
efficient (r - g.) of t is stationary. Assume r - g. > and find the
integral to be
(38) k
g
= «/(r - g6 )
Find present net worth of the share as its gross worth minus its
price
:
n
s
i k
s
- H
g
= 6/(r - g
fl
) - n
s
Let most shareholders have the expectation (37), then the net
worth will be common to most shareholders. If IT > 5/(r - g,) net
s o
worth will be negative, shareholders would wish to sell, and excess
supply would lower price. If
(39) n
s
= «/(r - g
fi
)
net worth will be zero, and shareholders would be induced to neither
buy nor sell. If IT < 5/(r - g.) net worth will be positive, shareholders
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would wish to buy, and excess demand would raise price. The price (39)
alone is compatible with zero excess demand for shares, hence is the
equilibrium price.,
Take a closer look at the denominator r - g. of (39) „ Recall
that one physical unit of shares was always issued to finance one
physical unit of capital stock. With (15) inserted into it (14) col-
lapses into
(40) kP = 6
Differentiate with respect to time and find
(41) g6 = gK + gp
Insert (41) into the denominator of (39), use the definition (21),
and write the equilibrium price of shares
(42) n
g
= 6/p
The price of a share, then, is a capitalization of its current
dividend payment 5, and the capitalization factor is 1/p. What is
p? As we saw in Sec. II, 5 above, if correctly foreseen g = 0, and
p collapses into the real rate of interest. Write (42) as p > 5/n
s
or, in English: The earnings-price ratio of shares (the "dividend
-21-
yield") may be used as a representation of the real rate of interest
—
as we did in ch. 5, sec. 2.
6. Portfolio Holding; Rates of Real Return
Expressed as dollars per physical unit of asset per unit of time
the nominal return on an asset is the sum of its earnings and its
appreciation, i.e., for money, bonds, and shares;
(43) 0+0
dIL
(44) i + —
-
dt
dH
(45) 6 + —
dt
Divide by the prices 1, IL , and II of the three assets, respectively
,
use (1) , and express the rates of nominal return as the pure numbers
per unit of time 0+0, i/IL + g-, and 6/II + g . Finally subtract
the rate of inflation g to find the rates of real return. But, first,
the interest amount i and the nominal interest rate r were assumed to
be stationary, consequently differentiation of (35) with respect to
time shows
22-
(46) gnb
=
Seconds differentiation of (16) with respect to time shows
(47) gp
= g
ns
Insert (35), (42), (46), and (47) and write the three rates of
real return:
(48) + - gp
=
-g
p
(* 9) i/I!b
+ %b " h = r ~ h
(50) «/n + gns
- gp
=> p
When priced at (35) and (42), bonds and shares yield the same
rate of real return p and are in that sense perfect substitutes.
7. Portfolio Holding; The Demand for Money
Let the demand for money be a function of money national income
plus government interest bill and of the nominal rate of interests
(51) D = m(Y + i(l )rP
m b
where y < and m > 0.
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The demand for an asset should be the lower, the higher the rates
of real return on alternative assets and the higher, the higher the
rate of real return on the asset itself. In the case of money is it?
Because u < 0, the demand for money is the lower, the higher the nominal
rate of interest r. But r = p + g_, consequently the demand for money
is the lower, the higher the real rate of interest p which, as we just
saw, is the rate of real return on the two alternative assets, i.e.,
bonds and shares. Furthermore the demand for money is the lower, the
higher the rate of inflation g_. But if so, the demand for money is
the higher, the higher the negative -g of the rate of inflation, and
that negative is, as we just saw, the rate of real return on money it-
self. So the demand for money is indeed the higher, the higher the
rate of real return on it and the lower, the higher the rates of real
return on alternative assets.
8. Consumption
The second activity of households was consumption, and we build a
consumption function separating income from nonwealth and income from
wealth. Insert the tax-revenue function (63) into the definition (28)
of money disposable income before capital gains and write it
(52) y = (1 - T)(Y + iQb )
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Assuming 0+0*1, Sec. II, 4 found the wage and profits shares
(9) and (13) of national income (11) summing to the latter, as they
should
i
(53) W + Z = Y
Insert (53) into (52) and write money disposable income before
capital gains as
(54) y = (1 - T)(W + Z + iC^)
The square bracket of (31) above was money disposable income after
capital gains o After insertion of (46) and (47) it will collapse into
£y- sp (Dm +W ]
Into that insert our result (54) and write real disposable income
after (negative) capital gains as
(55) [(1 - T)(W + Z + i^) - gp (Dm + \\)]/?
Here (1 - T)W/P is real disposable income from nonwealth, and all
the rest is real disposable income from wealth. Multiply each of the
two terms by its own propensity to consume and write our consumption
function
-25-
(56) C = Cl (l - T)W/P + c2 t(l - T)(Z + iQb ) - gp (Dm + \\)]/?
Here, consumption is a weighted sum of income from nonwealth and
wealtho If the weights c. and c_ differ, then the presence of wealth
will make the average overall propensity to consume differ from what
it would have been in the absence of wealth. Our function (56), then,
is the natural way to include wealth as an argument in the consumption
function.
9. Working and Pricing the Work
The third household activity is work, and let labor employed be
the proportion of A of available labor force:
(57) L - AF
where < A < 1, and A is so far not a function of time.
The fourth household activity is pricing the work. Within their
province but tempered by unemployment, labor unions according to
Phillips (1958) will seek a relative gain by raising the money wage
rate. We write a modern Phillips function by subtracting employment
(57) from available labor force F, finding the unemployment fraction
to be 1 - A, and incorporating labor's inflationary expectations
-26-
(58) ^ = p(l - A)* + $gp
where
<J>
>0; it <0; and p > and so far not a function of time. This
is our wage equation, to be confronted with our price equation (10) =,
IV o GOVERNMENT
1. The Government Balance Sheet
Government-owned physical stock such as highways and universities
is not priced in any market, hence ignored. The liabilities of govern-
ment are noninterest-bearing money M, by definition priced at unity,
and interest-bearing bonds Q priced at II . In nominal terras, then,
government wealth is
(59) Vg i - M - IIbQb
2. The Government Budget Constraint
The fiscal deficit is the money value of government purchase of
goods and services plus the payment of interest on government bonds
minus tax revenue, or GP + iQ, - R.
D
-27-
For any sector the budget constraint says that a deficit on goods
account must equal supply minus demand on claims account. Government
supplies claims upon itself in the form of noninterest-bearing money
and interest-bearing bonds but demands no claims. In nominal terms
the government budget constraint is
dM dQ
(60) gp + iQb
- r = - + n, — = g^M + nbgQb Qb
dt at
3. Rate of Change of Real Government Wealth
Divide government nominal wealth (59) by P, write government real
wealth V /P, and differentiate with respect to time:
(61)
d(V /P) d(M/P) d(H
bQb /P)
dt dt dt
- (8m- gp)M/p- (8nb + gQb - gp)nb Qb /p
Multiply the nominal government budget constraint (60) by -1/P,
insert the result into the rate of change of government real wealth
(61), and write the latter as
-28-
d(V /P)
(62) S— « - (G + 1Q./P - R/P) + gpM/P + (gp - gnb )Hb Qb /P
dt
or, in English; the rate of change in government real wealth equals
the real fiscal surplus plus the rate of inflation times the real money
supply plus real stock of bonds times the difference between rate of
inflation and the rate of appreciation, if any, of bonds.
4. Government Activities
Let government engage in three activities, i.e., purchasing goods
and services, servicing the government debt, and collecting taxes.
The money value of government purchase of goods and services is
GP. Let government bonds be perpetuities, each paying the stationary
amount of interest i dollars per annum. Q. is the physical quantity
of government bonds outstanding. The government interest bill will
then be the amount of interest per annum per bond times that quantity,
or IQ, . Let tax revenue R be government net receipts before interest
paid by government. Let tax revenue be in proportion to money national
income plus government interest bill:
(63) R = T(Y + iQ
b )
where < T < 1.
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V. EQUILIBRIUM
1. Summing the Nominal Budget Constraints
Insert the definitions (II) and (28) of money national and money
disposable income into the household budget constraint (29) and sum
the three nominal budget constraints (4), (29), and (60):
dD dM dD, dQ. dD dQ
(64) (C + I + G - X)P = - (—£ ) - IL (—-—)- II (—2- -)
dt dt dt dt dt dt
or, in English: Excess demand in the goods market equals minus excess
demand in the money market minus excess demand in the bond market minus
excess demand in the share market.
Goods-market equilibrium requires the supply of goods to equal the
demand for them:
(65) X = C + I + G
Money-market equilibrium requires the supply of money to equal
the demand for it:
-30-
(66) M = D
m
Sec. III, 4-6 showed that when priced at (35) and (42) , bonds
and shares would yield the same rate of real return p and in that
sense be perfect substitutes . In that case the bond and share mar-
kets could be consolidated into one single security market and
Walras' Law applied to (64) saying: Goods-market equilibrium and
money-market equilibrium imply security-market equilibrium.
VI . STEADY-STATE EQUILIBRIUM-GROWTH SOLUTIONS
1. Steady-State Growth
By differentiating equations (1) through (66) with respect to time
the reader may convince himself that they are satisfied by the following
steady-state growth solutions
;
(67) g
c
- g
x
(68) SDb
= SQb
(69)
*Dm " %
-31-
(70)
(71)
(72)
(73)
(74)
(75)
(76)
hs'3 8Qs
g6
=
gp
gG
= gx
gI
= %
g
<
= gX
= %
«l" gF
«m" %
(77) gp
= -
P(l - \) - g
a
/a
1 - *
(78)
gjIb
=
(79) gns gp
(80) gQb h
-32-
(81)
(82)
(83)
(84)
(85)
(86)
8Qs °x
gR
=
§Y
gr
-
8
P
=
gS
= H
cr as
°W %
(87) g„ =w
i - *
(88) % = ga/a + SF
(89) gy - gp -4- ^
gy " Sy
5Z
= gy
(90)
(91) g_ =
-33-
Our growth was steady-state growth, for no right-hand side of our
solutions (67) through (91) was a function of time—-the employment
fraction X and the coefficient p were assumed not to be.
Now let us discuss some important properties of our solutions (67)
through (91).
2. System Has Self-fulfilling Expectations
Our system implies self-fulfilling expectations; we used the same
symbol for the expected and realized values of any variable, implying
equality between the two. Is such equality always possible? Yes, if
the system has a set of solutions. It had the set (67) through (91).
Consequently our price-wage equilibrium implies, first, that if
entrepreneurs expect labor to adopt the solution value (87) of the
rate of growth of the money wage rate, then the entrepreneurs will
adopt the solution value (77) of the rate of growth of price. Second,
if labor expects entrepreneurs to do so, then labor will adopt the
solution value (87) of the rate of growth of the money wage rate.
3. Place of Employment and Inflation in System
Our solutions (67) through (91) were derived under the assumptions
that neither the employment fraction X nor the inflationary potential
p of the Phillips function (58) was a function of time. In principle
our system has infintely many solutions, i.e., for a given employment
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fraction X one for each value of the coefficient p, and for each value
of the coefficient p one for each employment fraction X, For example,
we find g. or s , and with them X and p, to be present in the growth-
rate solutions for the thirteen nominal variables D, , D , 6, M, P, II ,m s
Q,, R, W, w, Y, y, and Z. We shall also find gp , and with it X and p,
present in the solutions for the level of the real interest rate, p,
just as we did in ch. 4.
But some of our solutions are uniques We find gp and g^ and
with them X and p, to be absent from the growth-rate solutions for the
twelve real variables C, D , G, I, k, L, IL , Qg , r, p,
S, and X. We
shall now also find g_ or g, absent from the growth-rate solution for
the real wage rate.
4. "Natural" Rate of Unemployment Not Unique
Subtract equation (77) from (87) and find the rate of growth of
the real wage rate
(92) Vp = Sw " % = 8a/a
from which X and p have disappeared. Their disappearance has an impor-
tant consequence for Friedman's "natural" rate of unemployment.
Friedman (1968: 8) defined a "natural" rate of unemployment as one at
which "real wage rates are tending on the average to rise at a 'normal'
secular rate, that is, at a rate that can be indefinitely maintained
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so long as capital formation, technological improvements, etc., remain
on their long-run trends." But our real wage rate was growing like
that for any value of the employment fraction A. Any value of the un-
employment fraction 1 - X was a Friedmanian natural rate! Friedman's
natural rate was not unique.
Friedman added another definition: "The 'natural rate of unemploy-
ment,' in other words, is the level that would be ground out by' the
Walrasian system of general equilibrium equations provided there is em-
bedded in them the actual structural characteristics of the labor and
commodity markets." Thus defined, is Friedman's natural rate unique?
Do Walrasian equations, "provided there is embedded in them the actual
structural characteristics of the labor and commodity markets," rule
out involuntary unemployment? Friedman does not offer general equilibria
well enough specified, let alone modified, to answer such questions.
5. System Not Normally "Accelerationist"
Another monetarist hypothesis finding no support in our system is
the "accelerationist" one.
Write both our price equation (92) and our wage equation (58) with
e on their left-hand sides:
(92) ^ = ga/a + gp
(58) ^ = p(l - Xf + <0gp
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and plot them in figure 1, having g on the vertical axis and g„ on
the horizontal axis. The price equation (92) will then appear as a
single straight line with the intercept g /a and the slope one. The
wage equation (58) will appear as a family of straight lines with the
intercepts p(l - X) and the slope $. Our price-wage equilibrium (77)
and (87) is represented graphically by the intersection between the
price-equation line and a wage-equation line. Intersection points are
marked by double circles in figure 1. Consider the following three pos-
sibilities.
First, let < $ < 1. Here the wage equation appears as a family
of positively sloped lines with the intercepts p(l - X) . Their slope
<j> is less than one, hence they intersect the price-equation line from
above, and the equilibria are stable. If, say, labor overshoots be-
cause it expects a g_ higher than the equilibrium value (77), entre-
preneurs will respond along their price-equation line and raise price
less than labor expected. Labor will go from there and respond along
its wage-equation line and overshoot less. And so it goes. The parties
are moving back toward the equilibrium point. Again if p(l - X) is
less than, equal to, or greater than g /a then the rate of inflation g_
will be negative, zero, or positive, respectively. The rate of infla-
tion is the higher, the higher the employment fraction X and the co-
efficient p.
Second, let $ -» 1. Now the wage equation approaches a family of
lines with unitary slope and the intercepts p(l - X) . All have the
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same slope as the price-equation line. If p(l - X) is less than,
equal to, or greater than g /a then there will be hyperdeflation with
no equilibrium, infinitely many equilibria, or hyperinflation with no
equilibrium, respectively; the limits of equation (77) and (87) are
lim gp
= lim gw = ±
(J)
* 1 $ -> 1
Third, let 1 < $ < «». The wage equation appears as a family of
positively sloped lines with the intercepts p(l - A) . But now their
slope is greater than one, hence they intersect the price-equation line
from below, and the equilibria are unstable « If, say, labor overshoots
because it expects a g higher than the equilibrium value (77), entre-
preneurs will respond along their price-equation line and raise price
more than labor expected. Labor will go from there and respond along
its wage-equation line and overshoot even more. And so it goes. The
parties are now veering farther and farther away from the equilibrium
point. Again the rate of inflation will depend on the employment frac-
tion X and the coefficient p but in an upside-down way. Now if p(l - X)
is less than, equal to, or greater than g /a then the rate of infla-
tion g„ will be positive, zero, or negative, respectively. In other
words, the rate of inflation is the lower
, the higher the employment
fraction X and the coefficient p!
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We conclude that our system will be "accelerationist ," i.e., gen-
erate hyperinflation or hyperdeflation, only in the second, limiting,
case $ + 1. That case is sometimes being defended by saying that in
its absence, income distribution would be tampered with. But least of
all believers in rational expectations can afford such a defense: All
our double-circled price-wage equilibria are located on the single
price-equation line (92). With or without inflation labor can have™
and will get—a real wage rate growing at the rate g /a. Income dis-
tribution is never tampered with!
That brings us to the question of winners and losers in the infla-
tion game.
Geld ist bedrucktes Papier; dadurch, da6 Papier seinen
Wert verliert, gehen keine wirklichen Werte verloren.
Sie wechseln nur die HSnde.*
Golo Mann (1961: 28)
6. Winners and Losers in the Inflation Game: Firms
Eq. (6) found the rate of change in firm real wealth to equal real
stockholders' equity times the difference between the rate of inflation
and the rate of appreciation shares. Into (6) insert our newly found
equilibrium solution (79) and write
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d(V /P)
(93) =
dt
In steady-state equilibrium growth 9 then, firms are neither win-
ners nor losers. Their investment is matched by new equity of the
same value, and the appreciation of existing equity is matched by in-
flation.
7. Winners and Losers in the Inflation Game; Households
Eq. (31) found the rate of change in household real wealth to equal
real savings out of real disposable income after capital gains. Into
(31) insert our newly found equilibrium solutions (78) and (79) and
write it as
dCV./P)
(94) S— = [y - g (D + ILD.)]/P - C
dt
In steady-state equilibrium growth and inflation, then, households
are losers in the sense that on capital account they suffer real capital
losses on their money and bond holdings and make neither real capital
gains nor losses on their share holdings. All expectations being self-
fulfilling, however, all real capital gains and losses are fully fore-
seen, and portfolios adjusted accordingly: At high rates of inflation,
in accordance with (51) money holdings are kept at a minimum, and in
accordance with (35) bonds are acquired at bargain-basement prices.
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Our steady-state equilibrium solution (79) said that the rates of
growth of share and goods prices would be the same—and for that reason
households made neither real capital gains nor losses on their share
holdings. A historical illustration of an extreme case of (79) is given
in figure 2: In the German hyperinflation 1920-1923 share prices fol-
lowed goods prices quite accurately into the trillions! m
8. Winners and Losers in the Inflation Game: Government
Eq. (62) found the rate of change in government real wealth to
equal the real fiscal surplus plus the rate of inflation times the real
money supply plus real stock of bonds times the difference between the
rate of inflation and the rate of appreciation, if any, of bonds. Into
(62) insert our newly found equilibrium solution (78) and write
d(V/P)
(95) - g . = - (G + iQb/P
- R/P) + gp(M/P + n^/P)
dt
In steady-state equilibrium growth and inflation, then, government
is a winner in the sense that on capital account it makes real capital
gains on its money and bond liabilities: Both are being eroded by in-
flation.
Again, a historical illustration of an extreme case may be useful:
Figure 4 of ch. 1 showed how the German World War I debt—and then some-
was wiped out by the hyperinflation of 1920-1923.
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9. Summing all Changes in Real Wealth
Zero excess demand in the money and securities markets requires
desired holding to equal physical quantity outstanding for money, bonds,
and shares, i.e, D = M, D, = Q, , and D = Q . So if we sum all changes
m b b s s °
in real wealth (93), (94), and (95), all capital gains and losses will
cancel, and the rate of change in real wealth for the economy as a
whole will collapse into
d(V/P) d(Vf/P) d(V,/P) d(V /P)
(96) = - + - + s
dt dt dt dt
y/P - C - (G + iO, /P - R/P)
or, in English: the rate of change in economy-wide real wealth equals
real household savings out of real disposable income before real capi-
tal gains minus real government deficit. In the sense that all capital
gains and losses have cancelled, inflation is a zero-sum game~as
observed by Golo Mann.
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VII. ACCOMMODATING AND NONACCOMMODATING FISCAL POLICIES
1. Rate of Growth of Physical Capital Stock; Private Part and
Government Part
So far, the employment fraction X is not a function of time:
g^ = 0. In that case insert (57) into the production function (7),
differentiate the latter with respect to time, and find
(97) g
x
= ga
+ ag
p
+ Bg
s
Here, g and g_ are parameters but ge a variable. Express thea r b
latter as follows. Into the consumption function (56) insert the
distributive shares (9) and (13), D M, and D, Q. required by zero
m b d
excess demand in the securities market. Now we have physical consump-
tion C. To get physical government purchase G insert the tax-revenue
function (63) into the nominal government budget constraint (60) and
divide by price P. Finally use (1) and (2) to write I = g_S, insert
3
all that into the goods-market equilibrium condition (65) and write the
rate of growth of physical capital stock
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I X - (C + G)
(98) g
s
,
--
S S
[1 - (aC;L + 6c2 )](l
- T)X
<«M *
C2%)M/P + [(gQb ' C2%)nb ' (1 ' C2 )(1 - T)i]Qb /P
Here g„ is expressed as a difference between two terms. The only
variable appearing in the numerator of the first, positive, term is
physical output X whose growth is controlled by private-firm policies.
Let us call that numerator the "private" term, growing at the rate g„.
The numerator of the second, negative, term has the money and bond
supplies M and Q, in it whose growth is controlled by government policies,
b
Let us call that numerator the "government" term, and let us distinguish
between three alternative government policies.
Eq. (98) is the rate of growth of physical capital stock. The key
to our analysis of accommodating and nonaccommodating fiscal policies
will be the rate of growth of that rate of growth, i.e, the rate of
acceleration of physical capital stock
(99) 8gS S [X - (C + G)] " 8S
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2. An Accommodating Fiscal Policy
Consider an economy finding itself in the steady-state equilibrium
growth defined by solutions (67) through (91). Define an accommodating
fiscal policy as one upholding solutions (76) and (80) s gj^ * gQb - gy,
hence
(100) g^p = gQb/p = gx
where g„ stands for our steady-state equilibrium-growth solution (88)
.
Under such an accommodating fiscal policy the negative government term
of (98) will be growing at the same rate as the positive private term.
Consequently their difference will be growing at a rate equalling gx«
Using (97), (99), and (100) we then find the rate of acceleration of
physical capital stock to be
(101) g = gx
- gg
- a(g
a
/a + gp
- gg )
In equation (101) there are three possibilities: if gq > g /a + g_,
then g < 0. IfgS
(102) gg = g
a
/a + gp
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then g _ = 0. Finally, if g
s
< g /a + g„, then g _ > 0. Consequently
if greater than equation (102) gs is falling; if equal to (102) g_ is
stationary; and if less than (102) g„ is rising. Furthermore, g_ can-
not alternate around (102), for differential equations trace continuous
time paths, and as soon as a g_-path touched (102) it would have to
:
stay there. Finally, g„ cannot converge to anything else than (102)
for if it did, by letting enough time elapse we could make the left-
hand side of (102) smaller than any arbitrarily assignable positive
constant e, however small, without the same being possible for the
right-hand side. We conclude that g_ must either equal g /a + g_
s a. r
from the outset or, if it does not, converge to that value.
Insert equation (102) into (97) and find the growth rate of
physical output
which was indeed our steady-state equilibrium-growth solution (85)
.
3. Employment Fraction X No Longer Stationary
At long last let us now release the employment fraction \ and
allow it to be a function of time—and to be, perhaps, affected by
fiscal policy! In that case we may insert (57) into the production
function (7), differentiate the latter with respect to time, and find
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(103) % = ga + agX + agF + SgS
We are now ready to examine two nonaccotnmodating fiscal policies.
4. An Expansionary Fiscal Policy; Crowding-Out
Define a nonaccommodating expansionary fiscal policy as one re-
placing our solutions (76) and (80) ; g^ g_ = gy by the inequality
% = 8ob > «r Hence
(104) gM/P ' 8Qb/P
> %
where gv stands for our steady-state equilibrium-growth solution (88)
„
Should the expansionary fiscal policy be depressing the price IL of
bonds, let the government respond by letting the bond supply be growing
even more rapidly.
Once the employment fraction X has been released and made a func-
tion of time, an expansionary fiscal policy could raise it. In (103)
the term <*g
x>
now activated, could then be positive, and the thus ac-
celerated positive private term could conceivably be growing at the
same rate (103) as the accelerated negative government term—at least
for a while. If so, the rate of acceleration of physical capital stock
would also have an activated ag term in it and be
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Figure 4. A Contractionary Fiscal Policy: Crowd1ng-In
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(105) SgS
= % " SS = a(sa/a + g X + 8F " gS }
where g > 0, and for a while it may seem as if g_ is converging to
g /a + g, + g_ rather than to g /a + g_ as found in sec. 2.
a X F a F
However, the employment fraction X has been confined to the space
< X < 1. Eventually the expansionary fiscal policy may carry the em-
ployment fraction X to its upper bound and its growth rate g. to zero.
Once g, = 0, the negative government term of (98) will be growing more
rapidly than the positive private term. Consequently their difference
will be growing at a rate less than g^. Using (97), (99), and (104)
we then find the rate of acceleration of physical capital stock to be
(106) ggS < % - gs = a(ga/a + gF - gs )
Under an accommodating fiscal policy g _ was equal to
ct(g /o + g_ - g„) , hence would become zero when g„ g /a + g^. Now
g ,, is less than that, hence will still be negative once g_ g /o + g_,
at point A in figure 3. But a negative g g means that gg is still
declining and will keep doing so as it approaches a level, shown as a
solid line, below g /a + gp . As gg approaches that line, and not the
broken one, g q approaches zero. Summarizing: Under an expansionary
fiscal policy, private physical capital stock S will eventually be
growing less rapidly than at the rate g /a + g„ and is in this sense
being crowded out. The reason will be found in sec. 6.
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Once A has reached its upper bound, a return to an accommodating
fiscal policy may conceivably establish a different one of our infinitely
many steady-state equilibrium solutions (67) through (91), i.e., one
valid for a higher X—and with it a higher g_ and e If so, permanently
higher employment could be had but only accompanied by more rapid inflation.
5. A Contractionary Fiscal Policy: Crowding-In
Define a nonaccommodating contractionary fiscal policy as one
replacing our solutions (76) and (80) ; g„ gQ. g„ by the inequality
% - gQb < gY , hence
(107) %/P = 8Qb/P < H
where g„ stands for our steady-state equilibrium-growth solution (88)
.
Should the contractionary fiscal policy be raising the price IL of
bonds, let the government respond by letting the bond supply be growing
even less rapidly.
Once the employment fraction X has been released and made a func-
tion of time, a contractionary fiscal policy could lower it. In (103)
the term ag,. , now activated, could then be negative, and the thus
decelerated positive private term could conceivably be growing at the
same rate (103) as the decelerated negative government term—at least
for a while. If so, the rate of acceleration of physical capital stock
would also have an activated ag.. term in it and be
A
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(105) ggS
= gx
- gs
= a(g
a
/a + gA + gF - gs)
where now g^< 0, and for a while it may seem as if g„ is converging to
g /a + g, + g„ rather than to g /a + g„ as found in sec. 2.
a A r a r
However, the employment fraction X has been confined to the space
< X < 1. Eventually the contractionary fiscal policy may carry the
employment fraction X to its lower bound and its growth rate g,. to zero.
Once g,= 0, the negative government term of (98) will be growing less
rapidly than the positive private term. Consequently their difference
will be growing at a rate greater than g„. Using (97), (99), and (107)
we then find the rate of acceleration of physical capital stock to be
(108) g > % - gg - a(ga/a + gF - gs)
Under an accommodating fiscal policy g _ was equal to a(g /a + g_ - g„)
,
hence would become zero when g_ = g /a + g„. Now g g is greater than
that, hence will still be positive once g_ g /a + g_, at point B in
figure 4. But a positive g „ means that g„ is still growing and willgo o
keep doing so as it approaches a level, shown as a solid line, above
g /a + g_. As gs approaches that line, and not the broken one, g _
approaches zero. Summarizing; Under a contractionary fiscal policy,
private physical capital stock S will eventually be growing more rapidly
than at the rate g /a + g_. In this sense there is crowding-in. The
reason will be found in sec. 6.
Once X has reached its lower bound, a return to an accommodating
fiscal policy may conceivably establish a different one of our infinitely
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many steady-state equilibrium solutions (67) through (91), i.e., one
valid for a lower X—and with it a lower g_ and a . If so, permanently
less rapid inflation could be had but only accompanied by lower employment.
6. The Real Rate of Interest
Insert the goods-market equilibrium condition (65) into the left-
hand side of the investment function (26) and write the real rate of
interest
Sg^X
(109) p =
X - (C + G)
In steady-state equilibrium growth the numerator of (109) is
growing at the rate g^.. The denominator of (109) is the same as the
numerator of (98) , hence may be written as the difference between the
same private and government terms used in (98), and its growth rate
depends upon government policy.
Under an accommodating fiscal policy the negative government term
of (109) will be growing at the same rate as the positive private term,
hence their difference will be growing at a rate equalling g^. Con-
sequently, the denominator of (109) is growing at the same rate as the
numerator, and the real rate of interest p will remain stationary in
accordance with our solution (109)
.
Under an expansionary fiscal policy the negative government term
of (109) will be growing more rapidly than the positive private term,
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hence their difference will be growing at a rate less than g^. Con-
sequently the denominator of (109) is growing less rapidly than the
numerator, and the real rate of interest p will grow—which explains
the deceleration of physical capital stock and the crowding-out found
in sec. 4.
Under a contractionary fiscal policy the negative government term
of (109) will be growing less rapidly than the positive private term,
hence their difference will be growing at a rate greater than g_.
Consequently the denominator of (109) is growing more rapidly than the
numerator, and the real rate of interest p will decline—which explains
the acceleration of physical capital stock and the crowding-in found
in sec s 5.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have built and solved a long-run steady-state equilibrium
growth and inflation model. We have followed Turnovsky (1977) in his
emphasis on stock-flow bookkeeping and Turnovsky (1978) , (1980) and
Brems (1980: ch. 6) in their emphasis on ultimate steady-state growth.
But in accordance with Brems (1980) our ultimate steady-state growth
includes technological progress—a more important source of growth
than a growing labor force: From our solutions (75), (77), (85), (87),
and (88) it follows that the rate of growth gg #_
of capital intensity,
the rate of growth g„ , of labor productivity, and the rate of growth
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e ,p of the real wage rate are, all three of them, growing at the rate
g /a, i.e., the rate of technological progress divided by the labor3
elasticity of physical output. In secular U.S. history g /a amounts3
to about two per cent per annum, Phelps Brown (1973)
.
In two respects monetarist doctrine found no support in our neo-
classical growth setting. First, the "natural" rate of unemployment
was found not to be unique, hence, unlike Turnovsky (1980: 164) , we
found no use for it. Second, the rate of inflation was found to be not
normally "accelerationist" but to be unique, stationary, and stable as
long as the coefficient <|> of labor's inflationary expectations in the
Phillips function was less than unity. In the unlikely case of $
approaching unity we found, unlike Turnovsky (1977: 177), an indeter-
minate rate of inflation
—
possibly hyperinflation or hyperdeflation.
If $ were in excess of unity we found the rate of inflation to be
unique, stationary but unstable.
Our careful stock-flow bookkeeping paid off in identifying winners
and losers in the inflation game.
Accommodating fiscal policy was defined as adherence to our steady-
state growth solutions, nonaccommodating fiscal policy as deviations
from them. The consequences of such deviations for crowding-out and
crowding-in via the real rate of interest were briefly examined.
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FOOTNOTES
This comparison must be modified for countries taxing nominal
interest income or taxing capital gains, see Feldstein (1976) and
Tobin-Buiter (1976)
.
*Mbney is printed paper; when paper loses its value no genuine
values are lost. They merely change hands.
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